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The Kraftwerks family would like to wish all our valued customers, their
businesses, and families a successful, prosperous year full of growth and
stability. Happy New Year!

Eliminate "Hallway Beds"

Where to store unused hospital beds is a common problem and hospitals often
have beds “stored” in hallway corridors where staff can access them quickly.
But “storing” beds in hallways creates hallway clutter, which violates
the NFPA101® Life Safety Code® and could lead to fines or worse, the loss of
accreditation.
Hospital beds are heavy and large, so you may not consider taking advantage
of vertical storage space, but you can. Vidir BedLift systems provide safe,
dedicated storage for hospital beds in a small footprint (saving up to 70% of
floor space per unit).
The lifts are easy to use, the semi-automatic system lowers/raises beds at the
push of a button and different models accommodate beds from narrow to large
capacity, allowing up to five beds per lift.
R Series – Regular duty, accepts 80-90% of hospital beds, 27” vertical
pitch, up to 600 lb. capacity
X Series – Extra capacity, 33” vertical pitch, up to 900 lb. capacity
N Series – Narrow, width of 31.5” good for narrower profile beds,
stretchers, & operating tables
S Series – Side load, good for locations with unique profiles that have
space constraints

Vidir Bedlift Video

See how Kraftwerks can help

Learn how Kraftwerks reduced storage footprint and "hallway clutter"
UR Highland Hospital Case Study

Lab Benches That Work

We talk about ergonomics for a reason — they benefit both the worker and the
employer. Proper ergonomic equipment reduces work-related employee injuries
and increases productivity by diminishing non-value added motions and
creating lean workflow.
BOSTONtec takes ergonomics seriously and have engineered workstations
that simply create a better workspace. The lab benches, engineered for
medical, cleanroom, or laboratory applications, may include the following
features:
LED overhead light
LED circular magnification lamp
Premium grade laminate shelf
Steel slotted uprights
Custom wired shelf with transparent lip
Pneumatic-height adjustable monitor arm
Pneumatic-height or under work surface keyboard tray/mouse platform
Power manifold or 8-outlet horizontal outlet bar
Custom small spacing-saving thermal printer shelf
Bin rail
Electric height adjustability
Easy-to-clean surfaces & materials
Stainless steel work surface
Single steel drawer
Hanging cabinet
Under work surface CPU holder
Under work surface storage cubby
Attached footrest
Heavy duty casters

BOSTONtec Ergonomics Video

See how Kraftwerks can help

Preventing Infiltration of Contaminants

When ensuring your cleanroom is free of contaminants, don’t overlook seating.
Comfort and aesthetics are important and cleanability is imperative, but making
sure that liquids and contaminants can’t find a way into the chair through seams
is essential.
BioFit has a line of vacuum formed chairs without seams, designed to keep
contaminants from infiltrating your chairs. The vacuum formed chairs are
upholstered by sealing a single piece of vinyl around the cushion. Traditional
upholstering uses multiple pieces that when connected, leave a seam —
creating a direct entryway for contaminants. And once contaminants are
beneath the upholstery, they are trapped.
All vacuum formed chairs are available in ISO 3 – ISO 8 cleanroom
configurations.
BioFit Vacuum Formed Seating Video
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Sanitizer at the Ready
Portable sanitizer stations from Kraftwerks make it convenient for employees to
achieve proper hygiene by putting sanitizer anywhere people are — and the
stations also serve as a visual reminder to sanitize.
Units are adjustable, have a tip-resistant base, and are made from stainless
steel — making them durable and easy to clean. Convenient, mountable wall
units are also available.
Ask Kraftwerks to help identify the best products and the proper placement of
them within your facility to provide optimal, protective safeguards against
COVID-19.
Kraftwerks Sanitizer Station Sell Sheet
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Did you know...Kraftwerks has extensive experience
working inside hospitals and pharmaceutical sites?
Learn More
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